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1 IntroductionConsider a list of items e1; e2; : : : ; en with weights �p = p1; p2; : : : ; pn respec-tively. We say that an integer list L = l1; l2; : : : ; ln is a pre�x-free code ifP 2�li � 1. A (pre�x-free) code is length-limited for some integer L if li � Lfor all 1 � i � n.A code is called a minimum redundancy code or Hu�man code for the setof items with weights �p = p1; p2; : : : ; pn if Length(L; �p) = P lipi is minimalamong all pre�x-free codes. A code L is a minimum redundancy length-limitedcode if Length(L; �p) is minimal among all length-limited pre�x-free codes. Theproblem of length-limited coding is motivated by practical implementations ofcoding algorithms since every codeword must �t into a machine register of�xed width.A Hu�man code can be constructed in O(n logn) time or in O(n) time ifelements are sorted by weight (see, for instance [vL76] ). However the con-struction of a length-limited minimum redundancy code requires more time.Garey [G74] has described an algorithm for constructing length-limited codesthat runs in O(n2L) time. Larmore and Hirschberg [L87] described an al-gorithm that requires O(n3=2L log1=2n) time. In [LH90] the same authorspresented a O(nL) time sequential algorithm. Based on the problem reduc-tion due to Larmore and Przytycka (see [LP95]) Schieber [S95] has given anO(n2O(plogL log logn)) algorithm for this problem.A problem related to the problem discussed in this paper is the construc-tion of optimal alphabetic codes. In case of the alpahbetic codes we have anadditional limitation that the codeword for ei precedes the codeword for ejin lexicographic order for all i < j . The best known NC algorithm con-structs an optimal alphbetic code in time O(log3n) with n2 logn processors(see [LPW93].In this paper we consider a parallel algorithm for the construction ofminimum-redundancy length-limited codes that is based on the Package-Merge algorithm of Larmore and Hirschberg [LH90]. Our algorithm con-structs a length-limited code in O(L) time with n processors. We also describean algorithm for the construction of length-limited codes that works with anerror 1=nk in O(k log n) time with n processors. The last algorithm gives usan optimal speed-up compared to the best known sequential algorithm.In the Package-Merge algorithm L lists of trees Si are constructed. Alist S1 consists of n leaves with weights p1; p2; : : : ; pn, sorted according to theirweight.The list Sj+1 is created from the list Sj by forming new trees tj+1i =2
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3 Figure 1: Example of Package-Merge for L = 4meld(tj2i; tj2i+1) and merging the list of new trees with the copy of the listS1. Here tji denotes the i-th item in the list Sj. An operation meld(t1; t2)creates a new tree t with two sons t1 and t2 such that the weight of t equalsto the sum of weights of its sons. By merging two sorted lists S1 and S2 wemean constructing a sorted list S3 that consists of all elements from S1 andS2. The depth of the element pi equals to the number of occurrences of pi inthe �rst 2n� 2 trees of the list SL. On Figure 1 we show how the algorithmPackage-Merge works on the set of items with weights �p = 1; 1; 3; 7; 11; 15 forL = 4. The resulting code consists of codewords with lengths L = 4; 4; 3; 2; 2; 2respectively.When the list SL is constructed we can easily compute depths of all ele-ments in an optimal code. Indeed SL consists of 2n� 1 trees and these treeshave a total number of n leaves on every tree level. These leaves correspondto elements p1; : : : ; pn. We can mark all nodes in the biggest tree in SL andthen compute all occurrences of pi in the 2n� 2 smallest trees in time O(L).In the rest of this paper we describe parallel algorithms for the constructionof SL. We will see in the next section that the most time-consuming operationis merging of two lists. We show how after a certain pre-processing stage alogarithmic number of merge operations can be performed in a logarithmictime. During this pre-processing stage we compute the predecessor valuespred(e; i) for every element e and every list Si. This values can be e�cientlyre-computed after a meld operation and they will also allow us to merge arraysin a constant time. 3



for l := 1 to m pardoexc[l] := NULLif (sibling(first(W jl )) < 2l�1) AND(sibling(first(W jl )) + first(W jl ) < 2l)exc[l] := meld(first(W jl ); sibling(first(W jl )))first(W jl ) := next(first(W jl ))if (exc[l] 6= NULL)length(W jl ) := length(W jl )� 1length(W jl+1) := length(W jl+1)� 1for i := 1 to length(W jl )=2 pardotji := meld(tj2i; tj2i+1)W j+1l+1 :=merge(W jl [1; ::; length(W jl )=2];W 1l+1)W j+1l :=merge(W j+1l ; exc[l])Figure 2: Parallel Implementation of Package-Merge2 Parallelization of the Package-MergeWe divide elements of Si into classes W jl , such that an element e 2 W jl i�weight(e) 2 [2l�1; 2l). We will say that elements t1; t2 from Sj are siblings ifat the j-th stage of the algorithm t1 will be melded with t2.Suppose that two elements, t1; t2 fromW jl are siblings. Then t = meld(t1; t2)will belong to W j+1l+1 . Therefore after melding elements of W jl will be mergedwith elements ofW 1l+1. The only exception may be an element fromW jl whosesibling belongs to W jl�1. However there is at most one such exception in everyclass W jl and this exception can be inserted into a class W jl in a constant timewith jW jl j processors.The pseudocode description of the parallel algorithm is shown on Figure2. For simplicity we say e < a for an element e and a number a wheneverweight(e) < a. An array exc[l] contains pointers to \exceptions" i.e. toelements e 2 W jl , such that sibling(e) 2 W jl�1 and meld(e; sibling(e)) < 2l.We denote by length(W jl ) the number of elements in W jl .The bottleneck of this algorithm is the merge operation shown on the line12 of the Figure 2. This operation merges W jl (the sorted list of elementsfrom W jl sequentially melded in order of their weight) with the sorted list of4



elements from W 1l+1. All other operations can be implemented in a constanttime. We will show below how arrays can be merged e�ciently in an averageconstant time per iteration. First we will show how this algorithm can beimplemented to work in O(L) time with n logn processors. Then we willreduce the number of processors to n.We will use the following notation. Relative weight r(t) of an elementt 2 W il is weigth(t) � 2l. We observe that if elements t1 and t2 belong to W jland t is the result of melding two elements t1 and t2 , such that r(t1) > r(e)and r(t2) > r(e) ( r(t1) < r(e) and r(t2) < r(e)), where e is an element fromW 1l+1, then the weight of t is bigger (smaller) than the weight of e.We also compute for every item e 2 W jl and every i, j � logn � i � jthe value of pred(e; i) = W 1i [j], s.t. r(W 1i [j]) < r(e) < r(W 1i [j + 1]). In otherwords, pred(e; i) is the biggest element in a class W 1i , whose relative weight issmaller than or equal to r(e).Obviously, if pred(t1; i) = pred(t2; i) = W 1i [j] and t1; t2 2 W li�1, thent = meld(t1; t2) must be placed between W 1i [j] and W 1i [j+1] in W l+1i . Also ift1 2 W li and pred(t1; i) = t2 then t1 must be placed on the next position aftert2 in W li .Now we will show how pred(e; i) can be computed and updated after eachiteration.Statement 1 Values of pred(e; i) for e 2 Sj can be computed in O(logn)time with n processorsProof: First we construct an array R that contains all elements of Sj andS1 and sort elements of R according to their relative weight. This can bedone in a logarithmic time using merge sort of Cole. Next we construct ar-rays Rl = W jl logn+1 [W jl logn+2 [ : : :[W jl logn+2 logn [W 1l logn+1 [W 1l logn+2 [: : :[W 1l logn+2 logn and arrays Cm with elements corresponding to all items ofRm= logn such that Cm[i] = 1 if Rm= logn[i] 2 W 1m and Cm[i] = 0 otherwise.We compute pre�x sums Pm for all arrays Cm[i]. One such pre�x sum can becomputed in O(logn) time with jRm= lognj= logn processors. Therefore we canallocate processors in appropriate way in a logarithmic time and then computeall pre�x sums also in a logarithmic time.The values of pred(e; i) can be computed from Cl as follows. Supposee 2 W jl . Let l0 be equal to l= logn if l= logn� i= logn = 0. Otherwise set l0 tol= logn � 1. Let s be the index of e in Rl0 and let v be Pi[s]. Then pred(e; i)equals to W 1i [v].2 5



1: for a < m, b � jW 1a j pardo2: s := W 1a [b]3: for a < l � l + log n pardo4: templ[s] := dpos[pred0(s; i)]=2e5: for c � jW ji j=2 pardo6: s := meld(W ji [2c� 1];W ji [2c])7: pos[s] := c8: Wi[c] := s9: for a < m, b � jW 1a j pardo10: s := W 1a [b]11: for a < l � a + logn pardo12: c := templ[s]12: if r(W jl [c]) > r(W 1a [b])13: c := c� 114: if r(W 1a [b+ 1]) > r(W jl [c+ 1])15: pred(W jl [c+ 1]; a) := s16: pred0(s; l) := W jl [c]Figure 3: Melding operationWe will also need values of pred0(e; l) and pred00(e; l) for all e 2 S1 and alll 2 [i+ 1; i+ log n) if e 2 W 1i , where pred0(e; l) is the biggest element in W jlwhose relative weight is smaller than that of e and pred00(e; l) is the biggestelement in W 1l whose relative weight is smaller than that of e. These valuescan also be computed in O(logn) time with n processors.Next we show how the values of pred(e; i) can be updated after the oper-ation meld. We will denote by pos(t) position of an element t in its class W jl .For simplicity we will say that t1 > t2 when weight(t1) > weight(t2).First we store the tentative new value of pred0(e; i) for all e 2 S1 in anarray temp (lines 1-4 of Figure 3). The values stored in temp[] di�er from thecorrect values by at most 1.Next we meld the elements and change the values of w[s] and pos[s] for alls 2 Wi (lines 5-8 of Figure 3). 6



Then we check whether the values of pred0(s; i) for s 2 S1 are the correctones. In order to achieve this we compare the relative weight of the tentativepredecessor with the relative weight of s. If the relative weight of s is smaller,pred(s; i) is assigned to the previous element of Wi. (lines 9-14 of Figure 3).In lines 15 and 16 we check whether the predecessors of elements in W ji havechanged.If the number of elements in W ji is odd then the last element of Wi mustbe inserted into W ji . With jW ji j processors we can perform this operation ina constant time. We can also correct values of pred(e; i) in a constant timewith a linear number of processors.When the elements of W ji are melded and predecessor values pred(e; i) arerecomputed pos[pred(W ji [t]; i� 1)] equals to the number of elements in W 1i�1that are smaller or equal toW ji [t]. Analogically pos[pred0(W 1i�1[t]; i)] equals tothe number of elements in W ji that are smaller or equal to W 1i�1[t]. Thereforeindices of all elements in the merged array can be computed in a constanttime.After melding of elements from Sj every element of W 1l has two predeces-sors in classes i = l+ 1; : : : ; l+ logn. We can �nd the new predecessors of anelement e by comparing pred0(e; i) and pred00(e; i� 1).In this way we can perform logn iterations of Package-Merge in a con-stant time per iteration. After this we have to compute pred(e; i) and pred0(e; i)for S1 and Slogn as described in Statement 1. Then we will be able to performthe next log n iterations in the same way. Therefore every logn iterations ofPackage-Merge can be performed in O(logn) time with n logn processorsand we haveTheorem 1 The algorithm Package-Merge can be implemented in O(L)time with n logn processors.3 An nL work algorithmThe algorithm described in the previous section requires n logn processors towork in O(L) time, because at every step 2n logn values of pred and pred0may be modi�ed. In this section we show how the total work can by reducedby logarithmic factor.The main idea of our modi�ed algorithm is that not all values pred andpred0 are necessary at each iteration. In fact, if we know values of pred(e; i)for the next class W 1i , if e 2 W ji+1 for all e 2 Sj and values of pred0(e; i) for theprevious class W ji , if e 2 W 1i�1 for all e 2 S1 then merging can be performed7



in a constant time. Therefore we will use functions pred and pred0 instead ofpred and pred0 such that this information is available at each iteration, butthe total number of values in pred and pred0 is limited by O(n). We must alsobe able to recompute values of pred and pred0 in a constant time after eachiteration.For an array R we will denote by samplek(R) a subarray of R that consistsof every 2k-th element of R. We de�ne pred(e; i) for e 2 W jl as the biggestelement ~e in samplel�i(W 1i ), such that r(~e) � r(e). Besides that we maintainthe values of pred(e; i) only for e 2 samplel�i�1(W jl ). In other words forevery 2l�i�1-th element of W jl we know its predecessor up to 2l�i elements.pred0(e; i) is de�ned in the same way. Obviously the total number of values inpred and pred0 is O(n).Now we will show how pred and pred0 can be recomputed after elementsin W jl are melded. The number of pairs (e; i) for which values pred(e; i)and pred0(e; i) must be computed is O(n) therefore we can presume that oneprocessor is assigned to every such pair.Consider an arbitrary pair (e; i), e 2 W jl . First the value pred(e; i) isknown, but the value of pred(s; i), where s = sibling(e) may be unknown.Let ep be the previous and the next elements of e in samplel�i(W jl ). If sfollows e then correct value of pred(s; i) is between pred(e; i) and pred(en; i).If s precedes e in W jl then the correct value of s is between pred(ep; i) andpred(e; i). Correct values of pred(s; i) can be computed in a constant timewith jsamplel�i(W 1i )j processors.When elements fromW jl are melded the new elements will belong toW j+1l�1 .Now we have to compute pred(e; i) in samplel�i�2(W 1i ) for every 2l�i�2-th el-ement of W j+1l�1 . Suppose pred(e; i) = W 1l [k � 2i�l�1]. We can �nd the newvalue of pred(e; i) by comparing r(e) with r(W 1l [k � 2i�l�1 + 2i�l�2]). Whenthe correct values of pred(e; i) e 2 samplel�i�1(W jl ) are known we can com-pute pred(e; i) for all e from samplel�i�2(W jl ). Let e be a new element insamplel�i�2(W jl ) and let ep and en be the next and previous elements insamplel�i�2(W jl ). Obviously en and ep are in samplel�i�1(W jl ) and pred(e; i)equals to either pred(ep; i) or to pred(en; i). Therefore new correct values ofpred(e; i) can be found in a constant time. New values of pred0(e; i) can becomputed in the same way.Using the values of pred and pred0 we can merge S1 and Sj in a constanttime.Since all other operations can also be done in a constant time we canperform logn iterations of Package-Merge in a logarithmic time. Combiningthis fact with Statement 1 we get 8



Theorem 2 The algorithm Package-Merge can be implemented in O(L)time with n processors.4 Almost-optimal length-limited codesIn this section we assume that element weights pi are normalized, i.e. P pi =1. We say that a length-limited code L is almost-optimal with an error � ifLength(L; �p) � Length(L0; �p) + � for all length-limited codes L0. An almost-optimal length-limited code with an error 1nk can be sequentially constructedin time O(n logn).To achieve this goal we construct an optimal code for the set of items�pnew = pnew1 ; pnew2 ; : : : ; pnewn , where pnewi = dpinken�k . Let L� denote anoptimal code for weights p1; : : : ; pn. Since pnewi < pi + n�k ,X pnewi li <X pili +Xn�kli <X pili + n2n�kbecause all li are smaller than n. Hence Length(L�; �pnew) < Length(L(�p)) +n�k+2. Let LA denote the ( optimal) Hu�man code for weights pnewi . ThenLength(LA; �p) < Length(LA; �pnew) � Length(L�; �pnew) andLength(L�; �pnew) < Length(L�; �p) + n�k+2Therefore we can construct an optimal code for weights pnew, than replacepnewi with pi and the resulting code will have an error of at most n�k+2.The construction of a length-limited code with maximum codeword lengthL can be reduced to minimum-weight L-link path in a graph with the concaveMonge property (see [LP95] ). The last problem can be solved in O(n logU)time, where U is the maximum absolute value of the edge weights in a graph([AST94]). If element weights in the code construction problem are polynomi-ally limited then edge weights in the corresponding graph will be also polyno-mially limited. Hence we can construct an almost optimal code in O(n logn)time.We can also construct an almost-optimal length-limited code in parallel ina logarithmic time with n logn operations. Supposed we want to construct acode with the maximum codeword length L and an error 1=nk. If L < k lognwe can construct an almost-optimal code by applying Package-Merge to theset of weights �pnew de�ned above. If L > k logn, we can construct an optimal( not length-limited ) code for weights �pnew . It was shown in [BKN02] thatthe maximal codeword length in such a code is at most k logn < L, thereforethis code is also an optimal length-limited code. Since an optimal code can9



be constructed in time O(k logn) with n processors (see [BKN02]), we canconstruct an almost-optimal length-limited code in O(k log n) time with nprocessors.We can also conclude from the last two paragraphs that an almost-optimallength-limited code with error 1=nk, such that k < L= logn, can be sequentiallyconstructed in linear time or in parallel time O(k logn) with n processors.5 ConclusionWe have described a parallel algorithm for the construction of length-limitedHu�man codes. This algorithm yields an optimal parallelization of the Package-Merge algorithm of Larmore and Hirschberg[LH90] , the problem that wasopen for some time now.We also describe an algorithm for the construction of almost-optimal length-limited codes that works in O(n logn) time. We show that this algorithm canbe implemented in time O(logn) with n logn operations. This is an optimalspeed-up of the best known algorithm for the construction of almost-optimallength-limited codes.6 AcknowledgementWe thank Piotr Berman for many stimulating comments and discussions.References[AST94] Aggarwal, A., Schieber, B., Tokuyama, T., Finding a Minimu-Weight k-Link Path in Graphs with the Concave Monge Property,Journal on Disrete & Computational Geomertry 12 (1994), pp. 263{280.[BKN02] Berman, P., Karpinski, M., Nekritch, Y., Approximating Hu�manCodes in Parallel, to appear in Proceedings of the 29th ICALP(2002).[G74] Garey, M., Optimal binary search trees with restricted maximaldepth, SIAM Journal on Computing 3 (1974), pp. 101{110.[L87] Larmore, L., Height-restricted optimal binary trees, SIAM Journalon Computing 16 (1987), pp. 1115{1123.10
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